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The financial condition of life insurers has received widespread public
attention in recent years, especially with the failure of two large life insurers, Mutual
Benefit Life and Executive Life, both in 1991. Failures of the magnitude of these
two insurers and the increased frequency of insolvency suggest that a reexamination
of the risk profiles of life insurers is warranted.
The goals of the paper are to provide empirical evidence on the strength of
three types of bankruptcy detection models and to identify significant variables in the
early detection of financially distressed life insurers. The empirical methodologies
include multiple discriminant analysis, logistic regression, and recursive partitioning
(RP). An application of the RP methodology to insurance data has not been
presented in the insurance or finance literature.
Several variables and their relationship to the probability of insolvency are
examined, including real estate, separate account assets,leverage, premium growth
and other variables. The study utilizes data from the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners for a sample of insurers that either did (1,380) or did not
(40) remain solvent for the years 1990 and 1991. Improvementsupon prior research
are madein the areasof sample selection and the source of data collection.
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Financial Distress in the Life Insurance Industry:
An Empirical Examination

James M. Carson*

ABSTRACT
This study provides empirical evidence on three types of bankruptcy
detection models: Multiple Discriminant Analysis, Logistic Regression and
Recursive Partitioning, as applied to the life insurance industry. The study
also identifies several variables that are important in the early identification
of financially distressed insurers. The study utilizes financial data for 1989
and 1990 from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners on a
sample of solvent and insolvent insurers for the years 1990 and 1991. Results
indicate that the empirical models do reasonably well in classifying solvent
and insolvent insurers, and significant differences exist between solvent and
insolvent insurers with respect to the variables examined.

1. Lie Insurer Financial Distress
The financial condition of life insurers has received widespread public attention in
recent years, especially with the failure of two large insurers, Mutual Benefit Life and
Executive Life, both in 1991. Failures of the magnitude of these two life insurers and the
increased frequency of life insurer insolvency suggest that a reexamination of the risk
profiles of life insurers is warranted.

However, relatively little academic research has

* JamesM. Carsonis Instructor and Ph.D. candidate in Risk Managementand Insuranceat the University
of Georgia. He will join the Finance,Insuranceand Law Department at Illinois State University in the fall of
1993. The author is grateful to the Societyof Actuaries, the State Farm Foundation and the NAIC for funding
and data support of this research.
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appeared on the subject of life insurer insolvency.’ The goals of the study are to provide
empirical evidence on the strength of three types of bankruptcy detection models as applied
to the life insurance industry and to identify significant variables in the early detection of
financially distressed life insurers.
Corporate financial distress--its early detection and costs of bankruptcy--has received
widespread attention in the finance literature. Identification of insurance company distress
is especially important, however, since an important difference exists with respect to the
costs to consumers associated with failure of an insurance company versus failure of a noninsurance company. Specifically, if a non-insurer becomes insolvent, its former customers
stand to lose little or no more than the value of the product or service purchased. Yet,
when an insurer fails, some policyholders will suffer not only the loss of premiums already
paid, but may have had losses for which they will not be indemnified--precisely the
contingency for which they had sought coverage?
A number of issues are at the heart of identifying financially troubled insurers, some
of which have been discussed in a recent government report.3 Among the important issues
surrounding life insurer solvency are the effects of holding companies and affiliates, poor

’ Shaked(1985) and BarNiv and Hershbarger (1990) are the most recent prominent life insurer insolvency
studies in the academic literature.
’ The distinction is less important with respect to the stockholders of either type of firm.
3 The Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Energy and Commerce issued
this report in February, 1990, and it is commonly referred to as the Dingell Report.
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underwriting, excessivereinsurance, inadequate reserves, investment diversification, extreme
underpricing, poor asset quality, and mismatched assets and liabilities.
Regulation to assure solvency has been the primary emphasis of state and federal
regulators since the 186Os.4The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)
developed the Insurance Regulatory Information System (IRIS) during the early 1970s. This
system consists of 12 financial ratios for life-health insurers and 11 ratios for propertyliability insurers. Insurance companies with four or more ratios outside of specified ranges
are classified as priority firms for additional regulatory attention.

The NAIC’s IRIS has

been criticized for its failure to consider the interdependence among the ratios, for its ad
hoc specified ranges, and for its inability to warn of impending insurer failure? A possible
improvement to the NAIC’s IRIS is the use of the ratios in a multivariate model, which
would alleviate some of the methodological limitations of the present system.
In addition to state and federal regulatory efforts to assure solvency, private rating
organizations such as A.M. Best, Standard and Poor, and Moody provide information to the
public on the financial strength of insurers. Although ratings of many insurers are available,
not all insurers receive a rating.6 Further, rating agencies were criticized during 1990 for
not providing early warning that many insurers were financially impaired. Responding to

4 See Mehr and Gustavson, Life Insurance Theory and Ructice, Fourth Edition, Business Publications: Piano,
Texas, 1987.
5 These criticisms are summarized in Cather (1991).
6 The services analyze iinancial information that is provided voluntarily by insurers, and generally a fee is
charged to receive a rating.
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these criticisms, rating standards were tightened and rating categories were expanded; Best,
S&P and Moody now have 15,19 and 22 rating categories, respectively. The expansion of
these private rating systemsmay enhance each of these system’soverall effectiveness of early
identification of insurers in financial distress.
1.1

Importance of Identifying Financially Distressed
1DSUlW-s
Detection of financial distress of insurers is important to several parties including

regulators, consumers, agents and insurers.
(1) Regulators/states:

the protection of policyholders from losses due to insurer

insolvency is a primary purpose of insurance regulation (see Harrington and Nelson, 1986).
Detecting insurers that are likely to experience financial distress helps insurance regulators
decide how much regulatory attention to focus on particular firms? The early identification
of financially distressed insurers should help regulators to reduce the frequency and severity
of insurance company failures, thus reducing the overall costs of insurer insolvency. To
attain the goal of consumer protection, state insurance departments monitor several aspects
of insurer operations, including the ability of the insurance company to meet its
obligations.*

Additionally, some states have a financial interest in the solvency of life

insurers since amounts that solvent insurers provide to failed insurers’ policyowners via

7 Munch and Smallwood(1980)note that the public good aspectsof monitoring provide a prima jzcie case
for regulation by a single authority.
* Other aspectsof insurer operations that are monitored by statesinclude the quality of insuranceproducts
offered and the manner in which they are sold, see Black and Skipper, p. 569.
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guaranty funds may be deducted from the solvent insurers’ premium tax liability (see
Trieschmann and Pinches, 1973 and Barrese and Nelson, 1991).
(2) Consumers/policyholders:

the risk faced by insurance buyers (before and after

purchase) is similar to that faced by bondholders--namely, the risk of default. While much
information may be readily available for a certain corporate bond issue, the absence of
readily available financial information on insurers limits the ability of policyholders to
accurately evaluate default risk. Even with complete financial information, most consumers
lack the ability to evaluate insurer default risk. Further, since consumers are likely to be
compensated by state guaranty funds in the event of insurer bankruptcy, moral hazard exists
in that monitoring by policyholders to evaluate and detect risky insurers is unlikely.
(3) Agents: liability for placing coverage with an insurer that later becomes insolvent
is an exposure that is likely to increase with the frequency and severity of insurer
insolvencies. As discussed in Pearsall (1993), agents will have greater accountability in the
area of carrier solvency.g Early detection of financially impaired insurers should help
agents to meet this duty.
(4) Insurers/ managers/ shareholders: the existence of assessmentsfor insolvencies
levied on remaining solvent insurers suggeststhat detection of financially troubled insurers
is important to sound insurers. Moreover, Gustavson and Lee (1986) suggest that financial
theory provides motivation for knowledge about the factors that influence an insurer’s risk

’ The issue of agent’s fiduciary responsibility for insurer solvency is discussed more fully in Pearsall (1993).
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level in two ways: (a) an insurer’s nonsystematic risk is related to the rate of return for the
firm’s common stock, and (b) the insurer’s systematic risk, as measured by beta, is a
necessary input for several applications of financial theory, such as the Capital Asset Pricing
Model.

The authors note that if systematic and nonsystematic risk are explainable by

changes in certain variables controllable by the insurer, then firm managers are in a position
to influence the insurer’s level of risk. Mayers and Smith (1982) and Smith and Stulz (1985)
address attempts by managers of corporations to reduce the variability of operating cash
flows by favoring less risky investment projects, diversifying into new lines of business, and
using financial hedges. The motivation for such attempts stems partly from personal costs
to managers that may result in the event of corporate financial distress. Thus, early
detection of financial distress is important to life insurers to avoid distress, and to their
managements to minimize personal costs.
1.2

Models to Identify Financial Distress
A multitude of statistical models for the classification and prediction of financial

distress have been presented in recent finance literature.

Multiple discriminant analysis

(MDA) and conditional probability models (logit and probit) have been applied extensively
to the problem of identifying bankruptcy, as well as for the purpose of classifying bond
ratings and loan applicants.”

While the IRIS ratios, rating organizations and statistical

lo BarNiv and Rawh (1989)indicate that thesemodels (MDA, logit and probit) have been “the most widely
used” for identifying financial distress.
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models all are important in the identification of impaired insurers, further improvements are
still needed.”
A relatively new approach for financial distress classification, which is nonparametric
in nature and less restrictive in its underlying assumptions than MDA, is that of Recursive
Partitioning (RP), introduced by Frydman, Altman and Kao (1985). RP is a nonparametric
classification technique that has attributes of the classical univariate approach and
multivariate procedures. Frydman et al. find that RP compares favorably to MDA and that
additional information may be derived by assessingboth RP and MDA results.
1.3

Focus of Study
This study provides empirical evidence on the strength of three types of bankruptcy

detection models: MDA, logit and RP, as applied to the life insurance industry. A further
focus of this study lies in the identification of significant variables in the early detection of
financially distressed life insurers. The research utilizes financial data from 1989 and 1990
for a sample of insurers that either did or did not remain solvent for the years 1990 and
1991.
The analysis improves upon prior research by using a more current data set than
previous studies and by using an alternative source of data that contains a greater number

I1 To this end, in February 1992,the NAIC made a request for proposals addressing insurer insolvency, with
the purpose being to “enhance knowledge concerning the early detection of insurers...and to facilitate
improvement in regulatory solvency surveillance systems.”
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The NAIC

database contains

1,900 life insurers, while Best provides data for approximately

insurers and ratings for approximately

data on
1,300 life

765 life insurers. Not only does the NAIC database

contain a larger sample of insurers, it includes data for a larger number of smaller insurers
that are not included in Best’s Insurance Reports, since Best includes data on life insurers
only if the insurers meet minimum premium volume requirements.13

This fact is especially

relevant since the incidence of business failure is greater with smaller asset-sized firms than
with larger corporations,

as discussed by Altman (1968).

As stated in Harrington

and

Nelson (1986), insolvency studies often are plagued by the problem of small samples with
respect to insolvent insurers.14
The RP methodology

has been applied successfully in areas of finance other than

insurance (Marias et al., 1984; Frydman et al., 1985; Srinivasan and Kim, 1987), but has not
been applied to the insurance industry. I5 RP requires less restrictive

assumptions than

many models, such as MDA, that have been used in previous studies. MDA requires several

l2 BarNiv and Hershbarger (1990) use a cutoff date of 1985. Other studies include Shaked (1985) and
Gustavsonand Lee (1986).
l3 Best’s minimum premium volume requirement equalled $1.5million for 1991. Besti InsuranceRepons,
Life-Health Edition, 1991,xi-xii.
I4 As an example of the data limitations of Best’sInsuranceReports, Ambrose and Seward(1988)identified
84 distressedinsurersfor the time period of 1969through 1983,but discarded36 of these 84 insurers sincethe
firms were never listed by Best’s.
l5 BarNiv and Hershbarger (1990)apply nonparametricdiscriminantanalysis,which is distinct from the RP
method. The nonparametric discriminant analysisis similar to MDA, yields a zone of overlap smaller than that
produced by MDA, and requires an initial guessof the k coefficients.
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assumptions, including: within group multivariate normality of the independent variables;
equal covariance matrices across groups; and the assumption that the groups are discrete,
nonoverlapping and identifiable.

The normality assumption usually does not hold when

MDA is applied to financial data, as discussed by Ohlson (1980), Zavgren (i985) and
others.16 Further, MDA does not have convenient tests of significance, as discussed by
Kaplan and Urwitz (1979).
A primary advantage of RP is the less restrictive assumptions it requires--namely,
only the last assumption mentioned above is necessary for RP. A further advantage may
exist if the data are characterized by a bimodal or multimodal distribution.

Under these

cases,RP, due to its incremental procedure, may provide more accurate classification results
than MDA or logit, as discussed by Srinivasan and Kim (1987).
Finally, the application of this relatively new classification procedure, RP, provides
information on the use of an alternative method that may be applied to identify financial
distress. This information should be helpful since, as suggested by previous researchers
(Ambrose and Seward, 1988), the use of more than one approach may be desirable to
identify troubled insurers.
The study assumesthat life insurer insolvency is a costly (negative) occurrence. This
assumption is consistent with previous research on corporate bankruptcy, as in Scott (1981),

l6 Nonnormal distributions can bias the classificationresults and lead to suboptimal results by leading the
assignmentrule awayfrom the optimal value. Financial ratios often are boundedbelow by zero but may possess
no theoretical upper bound, suchas the ratio Sales/Total Assets(see Frydman et al., 1985).
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which states, ” ...understanding the determinants of corporate bankruptcy is important
whatever the size of bankruptcy costs.”
1.4

Structure of Paper
Following this section, section two reviews the empirical research on insurer

insolvency; section three reviews the methodology; section four describes the sample design,
variables and empirical validation methods; and section five presents and discusses the
empirical results. With a brief summary of the study’s major findings, section six concludes
the paper and identifies potential areas for future research.

2. Previous Research on Iusumx Insolvency
Early insolvency studies apply statistical methodologies to accounting data in an effort
to classify and predict insolvent insurers. Although these early studies often lack a strong
theoretical foundation or have statistical limitations, the research shows that bankruptcy
classification and prediction often is highly successful.17
Trieschmann and Pinches (1973) apply MDA to financial data to identify propertyliability insurers with a high potential for financial distress. Pinches and Trieschmann (1974)
extend their previous research and show that multivariate discriminant models are superior
to univariate models in identifying firms with a high probability of distress. The authors find

l7 For example,variablesoftenwerechosenon an ad hocbasis,andvalidationof the classificationresults
often wasnot performed,whichled to biasedclassificationerror rates. For a review of corporate bankruptcy
studies,seeMcIntyre(1990).
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that the best single variable for correctly identifying distressed property-liability insurers two
years prior to insolvency is (net premiums written / surplus). A major conclusion of the
study is that regulators should research the use of a multiple discriminant model, rather than
simply continue to use univariate analysis.
Hershbarger and Miller

(1986) examine the NAIC’s

Insurance Information

Regulatory System (IRIS) and whether exogenous economic variables or insurer size
variables (including policyholder surplus, earned premium, and total assets) warrant
inclusion in financial distress models. Ambrose and Seward (1988) employ a matched-pair
sample (based on size and organizational form) of 58 insurers that accessedguaranty funds
for the period from 1969 through 1983.
Munch and Smallwood (1980) present empirical evidence concerning the effects of
solvency regulation on the number of insurers and frequency of insolvencies based on three
samples of solvent and insolvent insurers spanning the years from 1957 through 1975. Eck
(1982) indicates that most insurance company failures appear to result from dishonest
management, and also discussesthe potential limitations of the NAIC’s IRIS.
Harrington and Nelson (1986) present a regression-based methodology for assessing
the financial strength of property-liability insurers. BarNiv and McDonald (1992) examine
methodological issues that are not addressed in prior insolvency research, including the
limitations of MDA, type-1 and type-II errors, choice-based samples and the use of holdout
samples. From a set of 45 variables, the authors use forward stepwise analyses to reduce
this set to a subset of seven significant variables.
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Analysis of life insurer insolvency is much less extensive relative to the number of
studies on property-liability

insurer insolvency.

Shaked (1985) directly calculates the

probabilities of failure for a sample of 31 publicly traded life insurers listed by Compustat
and with complete data for 1979 and 1980. BarNiv and Hershbarger (1990) extend models
for solvency prediction that have been used in the property-liability industry. The authors
compare the performance of failed and sound life insurers using data from Best% Insumnce
Reports from 1975 through 1985, and find that the nonparametric analysis and the logit

model slightly dominate MDA.
Beginning with work by Trieschmann and Pinches (1973), attempts to classify firm
risk using statistical models are presented in insurance literature. While these models are
reasonably successful in identifying distressed firms, the models often suffer from “statistical
overfitting” and a lack of consistency over time with respect to the set of important variables
related to bankruptcy.

3. Methodology
This section describes the methodology used in the study. Three alternative financial
distress methodologies are examined: Recursive Partitioning (RP), Multiple Discriminant
Analysis (MDA) and Logistic Regression (logit).

Models with categorical dependent

variables, which can be postulated as general functions of the form y = f(x), are estimated,
where y is the dependent variable representing the state of an insurer, 0 = solvent,
1 = insolvent and x is the vector of explanatory variables. Since MDA and logit are well-
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known methodologies, a more thorough review of RP is presented first, and brief summaries
of MDA and logit follow.
3.1

Recursive Partitioning
Recursive Partitioning, based on theoretical analyses by Friedman (1977) and Gordon

and Olshen (1978), is a nonparametric procedure that defines the classification rule as a
sequence of binary partitions of the independent variables.‘*

In contrast to MDA, RP

requires only a “learning” sample with subsets consisting of known, discrete, and
nonoverlapping groups. The procedure recursively selects from the independent variables
(or linear combination of independent variables) lg the variable that most reduces the
expected costs of misclassification. At each step, the technique selects and separates a
subset of the sample into two groups by partitioning the independent variable that most
improves the homogeneity of category assignments applied separately to the two resulting
groups.
Classification and regression trees (CART) is another name for the RP methodology.
The objectives of CART are to produce an accurate classifier, to uncover the predictive
structure of the problem, or both. A binary decision tree is constructed to accomplish the
objective(s). Construction of the tree proceeds in two steps: 1) growing the tree and 2)
pruning the tree. The impurity of the data is at its greatest at the root of the tree, which

I* This section is based on Appendix B of Marias, Patell and Wolfson (1984) and McIntyre (1990).
I9 For ease of exposition, it should be assumed that linear combination splits also are possible.
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consists of the entire sample of firms, prior to any splitting. A condition in the form of a
univariate or multivariate splitting rule is placed on X. The procedure analyzes each
independent variable and selects the variable that best decreasessample impurity. That is,
the method considers all possible rotations of the variable axes as candidates for splitting.
The procedure continues splitting the sample into finer partitions until a large tree
is grown.”

It is apparent that this procedure is likely to suffer from extreme overfitting

of the data. In principle, each node could be forced to contain a single point, implying no
misclassifications. This overly large tree would underestimate the true misclassification
risk.*’ Thus, a means of selecting an intermediate classification tree between the root tree
and the largest tree grown is needed. Rather than use a forward stopping rule, which might
halt the algorithm prematurely, an overly large tree is grown which is then pruned back to
an optimal size.
3.2

MDA and Logit
MDA assigns an observation, as measured by a vector of variables, to a particular

group while minimizing the classification error rate. The methodology attempts to assign
the vector to the group responsible for its generation.
MDA requires the following assumptions: 1) multivariate normal distribution of the
independent variables; 2) equal group covariances; 3) discrete, nonoverlapping and

2oFor a graphicalillustrationof RP,seeFrydmanet al. (1985).
*’ An analogy is the way in which R* in linear regression increases (never decreases) with the entry of
additional variables.
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identifiable groups. As mentioned earlier, these assumptions frequently are violated,
especially the assumption of multivariate normality.

As a result of the violation(s),

classification error rates and coefficient estimators may be biased, and this fact adversely
affects the tests of significance of group means, as well as the classification rules.z
Empirical studies employ MDA quite frequently. However, due to violations of the model’s
assumptions, the trend in empirical research is away from the use of MDA.

The MDA

methodology is included here primarily as a benchmark for comparison purposes.
The logit model classifies observations into one group or the other based upon a
logistic application of regression analysis and a critical value of Z?3 The logit model
constrains the probability of failure to the (0,l) interval by assuming the relationship
between the categorical binary dependent variable and the explanatory variables follows a
logistic response function.24

‘* Altman, Avery, Eisenbeisand Sinkey, 1981,pp.120-126,and BarNiv and McDonald (1993).
23 If the assumedtransformationfunction, F( ), is the cumulative normal probability function, the probit
probability model will result, rather than the logit probability model, which uses the cumulative logistic
probability function. Both the normal and logistic functions are symmetric with mean and mode at zero. The
logit model has been found to be more computationally tractable by Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1991),and thus is
preferred here.
24See Judge et al. (1988)for a more thorough discussionof the logit model.
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4. Discussion of Sample Design, Variables and Empirical Validation
This section describes the sample of insurers, independent variables and empirical
validation methods used in the analysis.
4.1

Sample Design
The use of a nonrandom sample is typical in financial distress prediction models, as

discussed by Zmijewski (1984). Instead of a random sample design, in which an observation
is randomly drawn from the population and the dependent and independent variables are
observed, most empirical distress studies first observe the dependent variable (state of a
firm) and then draw the sample based on that information, as is commonly done in a
matched-pair sample. This process produces a choice-based sample in that the probability
of an observation entering the sample depends on the value (solvent or insolvent) of the
dependent variable. The insolvent group is said to be “over-sampled.” As noted in Manski
and Lerman (1977) and Palepu (1986), this approach violates the assumption of random
sampling design and leads to asymptotically biased parameter and probability estimates.
A second bias is a sample selection bias that may occur when a complete data
criterion is used in selecting the sample of firms. The estimated model will be biased if the
probability of distress given complete data is significantly different from the probability of
distress given incomplete data.
The financial data used in the study are from the National Association of Insurance
Commissioner’s (NAIC) database and include the years of 1989 and 1990. The NAIC
collects financial information from insurance companies on a voluntary basis. That is,
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insurers are not legally required to provide annual statement information to the NAIC.
Thus, there are some financially impaired companies for which there are no data from the
NAIC database. The numbers of insurers that became insolvent from 1990 and 1991 for
which there are no data one year prior to failure (and the total number of insolvent insurers
for the year) are 4 (41) and 11 (55), respectively. Thus, data for 15 financially impaired
insurers are unavailable from the NAIC. The numbers of solvent insurers for which there
are no data from the NAIC contemporaneous with the above years are 257 (2,195) and
222 (2,095), respectively?’
Since an insurer experiencing financial trouble may be less likely to file an NAIC
annual statement than a financially strong insurer, sample selection bias may be present.
The tendency not to file an annual statement with the NAIC may be especially prevalent
given the voluntary nature of filing.

However, the sample selection bias with NAIC data

should be of no greater concern than the bias inherent in samples from Best’s data. Best
is the source of data for virtually every property-liability insurer and life-health insurer study
to date.r6 In fact, the bias should be of even less concern, given that more small insurers,
who are more likely to fail, are included in the NAIC database.
The sample of firms in the study includes all failed and nonfailed insurers for which
data are available and complete. That is, the matched-pair sample method is not used. The
” The source for the total number of life insurers is the Life Insurance Fact Book, 199’2,American Council
of Life Insurance.
26 Two obvious exceptions are Shaked(1985)whousedstockmarketdatafrom Compustat
andGustavson
and Lee (1986) who used stock market data from Standard and Poor.
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numbers of solvent and insolvent insurers that have the necessary data for the study are
1,380 and 40, respectively. By including all insurers for which data are available and
complete, the study minimizes the potential for choice-based sample bias that is inherent
when a matched-pair sample is used.
4.2

Independent Variables
The majority of financial distress empirical research has relied on intuition, stepwise

procedures, factor analysis or previous research as guidance in the search for important
independent variables. The study incorporates important variables from previous research,
variables related to the NAIC’s risk-based capital formula for life insurers, and variables
based on the authors’ intuition. Table 1 lists the full set of variables employed in the initial
search for significant variables, as well as each variable’s basis for its inclusion in the study.
The final set of variables that is used is based on forward stepwise procedures one year
prior to insolvency. The variables used in the analyses and the expected direction of their
effect on the probability of insolvency are as follows:
CSL

=

(-) capital and surplus / liabilities. It is expected that companies with
higher capital and surplus relative to liabilities are less vulnerable to
distress.

LNCF

=

(-) natural log of cash flow. It is expected that companies with high
cash flow are less vulnerable to distress.

GAA

=

(-) percentage growth in admitted assets. It is expected that companies
that grow in terms of admitted assetsare less vulnerable to distress.

BSMCIA

=

(-) percent of cash and invested assets in bonds, preferred stocks,
common stocks, and mortgage loans on real estate. It is expected that
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companies investing more heavily in these primary categories of assets
are less vulnerable to distress.
SATA

=

(-/ +) separate account assets I assets. It is expected that companies
with high levels of separate account assets are less vulnerable to
distress, since these companies may have shifted investment risk to
policyholders. Conversely, if this variable is a proxy for insurer
aggressiveness,in terms of insurance and investment risk, high levels
of this variable may suggest higher vulnerability to insolvency.

RECIA

=

(+) real estate / cash and invested assets. It is expected that
companies holding higher percentages of cash and invested assets in
real estate are more vulnerable to distress.

DP

=

(+) absolute value of change in premiums, in percent. It is expected
that companies that grow too fast (or shrink too fast) in terms of
premiums are more vulnerable to distress.

=

(+) insurance leverage (reserves / surplus). It is expected that
insurers with high levels of insurance leverage are more vulnerable to
distress.

4.3

Empirical Validation
Joy and Tollefson (1975) and Marias, Pate11 and Wolfson (1984) suggest that

classification results for the original sample are optimistically biased and provide little
meaningful information.

Results of the discriminant function when applied to a cross

validation sample, holdout sample or intertemporal validation sample are the most
meaningful. The study uses the Lachenbruch validation method and the V-fold validation
method.
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Table 1
The Set of Variables Employed in the Study
and the Basis for Inclusion of Each Variable

Variable

Basis for
Inclusion

Abbreviation

Change in Capital
and Surplus,%
Premiums
/ Capital
& Surplus
Real Estate
/ Cash & Invested
Assets
Capital
and Surplus
I Liabilities
Insurance
Leverage,
Reserves
I Surplus

&=I
TP,BH
RBC
*
RBC

DCS

Log of Cash Flow from Operations
Cash Flow I Liabilities
Log of Growth
in Assets,=
Nonadmitted
Assets
I Admitted
Assets
Delinquent
Mortgages
/ Capital
& Surplus

*
*
BH
BH
RBC

LNCF
CFL
GAA
NADA
DMCS

Separate
Account
Assets
I Assets
Log of Net Gain from Operations
After
Taxes and Dividends
Change in Premium,%
Total
Benefits
Paid / Capital
& Surplus

RBC

SATA

BH
BH
*

NGFO
DP
TBPP

*
*
*

BSMCIA
AHBTB
REINP

(Bonds + Stocks+
Rortgages)
I Cash & Inv't
Accident
& Health
Benefits
I Total
Benefits
Reinsurance
Ceded I Premium

‘ASsets

refers

to Admitted

Assets

&A
CSL
IL

Assets.

Legend:
TP is Trieschmann
and Pinches
(1973)
BH is BarNiv
and Hershbarger
(19%)
RBC is the NAIC's
Risk-Based
Capital
* is a variable
that
is not assbciated

Standards
with a particular

prior

study.

5. Empirical Results
Significant differences are present between solvent and insolvent insurers in the
sample one year prior to insolvency. Summary statistics of the variables included in the
three types of models are presented in Table 2. The mean and standard deviation for each
group of insurers are presented. Significant differences between the groups of insurers are
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also indicated in Table 2. Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney normal approximation statistics are
used to test whether the univariate variables differ significantly.

Table 2
Summary Statistics: Means and Standard Deviations of Independent Variables
Variables

Insolvent
Insurers

CSL'
LNCFa
GAA
BSMCIAa
SATA'
RECIAa
DPa
IL

.16(.14)
6.57c7.88)
.16(.17)
.62(.23)
.04(.17)
.08(.12)
.72(1.20)
11.62U2.41)

Solvent
Insurers
2.79U1.17)
12.82(6.10)
.25(.74)
.72(.28)
.02(.09)
.01(.04)
.57(1.46)
5.79(8.11)

Notes:
(I) Standard
deviations
are in parentheses.
62) Correlation
among these variables
never
Highly
significant
in multivariate
logistic

P-value
.ooOl
.CWl
.0910
.ooOl
.6652
.OX!l
.I%55
.CYXJl

exceads
,260.
regression.

Variables that are significantly larger for the solvent group of insurers compared to
insolvent insurers include (Capital and Surplus) / Liabilities

(CSL), log of Cash Flow

(LNCF), Growth of Admitted Assets (GAA), and (Bonds+Stocks+Mortgages) / Cash and
Invested Assets (BSMCIA).

Variables that are significantly smaller for the solvent group

of insurers compared to insolvent insurers include Real Estate / Cash and Invested
Assets (RECIA), Change in Premium (DP), and Insurance Leverage (IL). Variables that
are significant in the multivariate logistic regression analysis are indicated in Table 3.
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The eight-variable classification function for the logit model is as follows:27
Z(logit)

= -.25

- 4.33 CSL”’ - .ll LNCF”’ - .95 GAA - 2.00 BSMCIA”’
+ 2.21 SATA’ + 7.15 RECIA”’

+ .21 DP’ + .02 IL,

where “’ is significant at .Ol, *’ is significant at .05 and * is significant at .lO. The
coefficients of all variables in the model are significant except the coefficients on GAA and
IL. A negative coefficient indicates that the larger the variable, the smaller the expected
probability of insolvency; a positive coefficient indicates that the larger the variable, the
greater the expected probability of insolvency. Significant variables having the expected sign
include CSL, LNCF, BSMCIA, RECIA and DP. The expected sign of SATA is ambiguous,
and the variable is significantly positive in the logit model. Thus, it appears that although
some investment risk may be shifted to policyholders, insurers having higher percentages of
assetsin separate accounts may be relatively more aggressive insurers, in terms of insurance
and investment risk, and thus more vulnerable to distress than less aggressive companies.
The results suggest that insurers having high capital and surplus relative to liabilities;
strong cash flow; high percentages of cash and invested assets in bonds, stocks and
mortgages; low percentages of cash and invested assets in real estate and only moderate
growth of premium are less vulnerable to insolvency. The negative sign of the coefficient
on BSMCIA suggests that insurers with higher concentrations of assetsin bonds, stocks and

27Testsof normality of the independentvariablesindicatethat the MDA assumptionof multivariate
normalityis violated. The assumptionof equalcovariance
matricesalsois violated.Coefficientsof the MDA
modelwill bebiasedandthereforearenot shown.TheMDA modelstill maybeusedfor classification
purposes,
however.Also,RP doesnot producecoefficientsof the variables.
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mortgages, as opposed to investments in real estate, policy loans and miscellaneous assets,
are less vulnerable to distress, which is consistent with the positive coefficient on RECIA.
However, the significance of RECIA may be highly temporal.
Classification results for the three types of models are presented in Table 3.
Comparing the results indicates that the logit model misclassifies the least number of solvent
insurers, while RP misclassifies the least number of insolvent insurers. The logit model
dominates MDA in terms of the least number of misclassifications of solvent and insolvent
insurers, which is consistent with previous research.

Table 3
Validated Classification Results for MDA, Logit and RP
One Year Prior to Insolvency28
Classification
Solvent
Insolvent
Dvcrsll

MDA
1165&W
28(70X)
1193wx)

Logit
12co(S7%)
30(75X)
1230(87X)

RP
106Ou7%)
33(83x)
1145u7%)

Sample

Size

1380

6. Summary and Conclusions
The findings suggest that the models perform reasonably well in classifying financial
distress, with the logit model dominating the MDA and RP models in terms of the number

28Resultsin the tableare validated using the Lachenbruch(jacknife) method for MDA and Logit, and the
V-fold method for RP.
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of correctly classified solvent insurers, and RP dominating the logit and MDA models in
terms of the number of correctly classified insolvent insurers. Variables that appear to be
important in identifying distressed insurers include Capital and Surplus / Liabilities, log of
Cash Flow, (Bonds + Stocks + Mortgages) / Cash and Invested Assets, Separate Accounts
/ Assets, Real Estate / Cash and Invested Assets, and Change in Premium(%).

While

previous studies generally employ the matched-pair sample approach, this study uses a
shorter time period and a larger sample of solvent insurers in developing the models.
Possible improvements to this study include the use of a longer sample period and
a larger sample of insolvent insurers. With a longer sample period, the means and variances
of variables may add to the classificatory power of the models, as shown in previous
research.

Additionally,

analyses segregated by size of insurer may yield additional

information on the complexities of financial distress.
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